The Loran Scholars Foundation is a national charity working in partnership with universities, donors, and volunteers across the country to find and nurture young people in Canada who show strength of character and commitment to service, challenging them to realize their full potential. The foundation has been selecting and supporting thousands of exceptional young Canadians since 1988.

NOT SIMPLY A SCHOLARSHIP — WE INVEST IN OUR COLLECTIVE FUTURE

• We believe the potential of youth is found in their character. We look beyond a student’s transcript to find evidence of integrity, grit, and generosity of spirit.

• Our community selects and supports Loran Scholars to study in Canada, providing them with a breadth of opportunities to enrich their education, nurture their growth, and strengthen their capacity to become leaders in every sector who serve others and who take risks to create positive change.

• Together with 725 volunteers, 623 donors, 583 alumni, and 25 university partners, we invest in young people at a pivotal moment in their development, to the benefit of their future and ours.
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('##) notes a Loran Scholar’s award year
Adithi Balaji never thought she would become a Loran Scholar, but the encouragement of her community compelled her to apply. “Loran isn’t just a scholarship,” she says, citing the award’s opportunities and support in addition to financial freedom. At National Selections, Adithi was surprised to meet youth who were united not in their accomplishments but in a warm, down-to-earth spirit. “These are people just like me, and maybe I’m not as much of an outsider as I thought,” she recalls realizing.

The newly selected class of 2020 navigated an unconventional start to their undergraduate journeys. After joining Loran’s virtual orientation and retreat, Adithi began her first year as a University of Victoria student from her hometown of Yellowknife. She discovered a passion for mathematics, which she changed her major to study, and moderated an online platform for first-year students to build community while apart.

A recurring theme in Adithi’s past year has been reflecting on how she can most meaningfully serve, asking herself “Where am I needed most?” and “What can I help with best?” Before the pandemic disrupted students’ plans across the country, Adithi had passed the torch of her high school roles to others. To re-engage with her community in a new light, she joined the Rainbow Coalition of Yellowknife, an LGBTQ+ outreach organization, as Programs, Events, and Social Media Coordinator for her first Loran summer work experience.

Adithi is looking forward to joining campus life in person at UVic to meet her peers, take classes, and get involved in the community. She feels supported knowing that, through Loran, she is surrounded by people who share her values. “That value system guides me and my decision-making.” Already, she remarks, “Loran has changed me as a person and how I view the world. It’s allowed me to dream a little bigger.”
Now, more than ever, we need to support youth who are curious, creative, and unafraid to pursue unconventional paths. Loran’s mission is to seek out young people who see problems as challenges to be addressed — and who have the boldness and perseverance to tackle them. We look for those who are humble, inquisitive, and thoughtful; who shun the status quo and bring others along; who will act in the face of injustices and build a better world for everyone. We believe Canada will thrive if we ensure that these high-potential students are given the opportunity to imagine, explore, and create the future.
The value of the Loran Award is realized through our comprehensive four-year leadership enrichment program; our network of mentors, volunteers, and donors; and the lifelong community of scholars and alumni we cultivate.

A Launchpad for Potential
We encourage Loran Scholars to discover how they can most effectively contribute wherever they go, over the course of their lifetimes, and to resist the temptation to take easy or conventional paths. Each Loran Scholar is granted a renewable four-year award valued at $100,000, comprising an annual $10,000 living stipend and a matching tuition waiver from one of our 25 partner universities. Scholars can access up to $14,000 in funding to build practical skills through summer work experiences in three sectors (enterprise, public policy, and community development). For guidance throughout their time in the program, scholars are paired with mentors who challenge them and introduce them to their new communities. Loran Scholars use these opportunities to broaden and enrich their academic studies and develop their leadership capabilities.

Rigorous and Comprehensive Selection Process
The Loran Award is not a reward for past accomplishments, but a long-term investment in potential. We search for young people who have the capacity to grow into the leaders of integrity we need. To select Loran Scholars, we look for qualities that marks alone cannot show: kindness, a breadth of interests and deep commitment to service, the courage to make difficult decisions, and the determination to work towards long-term goals. Through a unique assessment and interview process, we select up to 36 Loran Scholars from over 6,000 applicants. We also grant more than 100 one-time provincial/territorial and finalist awards annually.

Extensive Network
We understand the value of connection and relationships in supporting scholars’ future growth, and we welcome them into an extended family of volunteers, donors, staff, and past and present scholars. Incoming Loran Scholars forge strong bonds and prepare to enter university through our orientation program. All in-stream scholars participate in an annual four-day retreat, forums, and a transition program during their graduating year. Our alumni come together and collaborate through their own hubs and larger reunion events. The Loran network enables connections to be made across years and disciplines, and provides inspiration and motivation for our scholars.

LORAN, short for Long-Range Aid to Navigation, is a system that uses three points to determine one’s course for a long journey. The Loran Scholars Foundation identifies and supports young people who demonstrate our three core values: character, service, and leadership. Loran Scholars navigate future paths of high potential and impact, guided by these values.
In 2016, we articulated a bold strategic vision for the foundation: by 2021, we wanted our scholar program to be considered among the best in the world. We wanted to raise awareness of our brand, expanding our reach and increasing visibility — not only of our foundation, but of our scholars and alumni and the impact they are making in their communities and industries. Over the course of five years, we set out to increase alumni engagement with the foundation through the establishment of on-the-ground alumni hubs, as well as through our annual alumni fundraising campaigns. Finally, we committed to securing a long-term funding model and sustaining the growth of the foundation to support all of this work and continue to realize Loran’s mission to identify and support exceptional students whom we believe have the potential to change the world.

When this ambitious 2016 - 2021 vision for the Loran Scholars Foundation was drafted, little did we know we would find ourselves, five years later, in the midst of a pandemic: a paradigm-shifting event that had the potential to disrupt our success and stall our progress.

And yet, looking back on this final year of our strategic plan, we are thrilled to report that in all four priority areas we exceeded expectations and are now poised to face our post-COVID future from a position of organizational strength and with a renewed sense of urgency to identify the young people who will lead us through future challenges.

Ensuring a world-class program through selections & scholar stewardship: Over the course of five years, we have expanded our network of selections committees and grown our volunteer network to be able to process the more than 6,000 applications we now receive annually from young people across the country. That we were able to seamlessly transform our 2020-2021 selections process to an online channel is a testament to the rigour and care that have always gone into our search for each new scholar cohort. We have not only increased the amount of funding we invest in Loran Scholars, finalists, and provincial/territorial award recipients, but we have also focused on deepening the value of the four-year comprehensive leadership enrichment program we offer. We’ve added a fourth-year transition program, extended supports for mental health, dedicated training in equity-centred leadership, and expanded opportunities for peer-to-peer learning and connection with the wider Loran community, many of which were realized as we transitioned our 2021 programming to a virtual environment.

Alumni engagement: We now keep our past scholars connected to each other, to our scholars, and to the foundation through a number of different channels. Having already established 11 local alumni hubs in Canada, the US, and the UK, we drew new inspiration from the realities of this past year — adding a global hub for alumni abroad to keep in touch virtually, launching a new digital alumni platform, and hosting our first-ever online alumni reunion. The strength of the alumni community’s connection to our mission was evidenced by a surge of financial support this year: alumni increased their donations by more than 15%, raising more than $206K – a 39% increase from their 2016 giving levels. The generous endowment matching we receive from the McCall MacBain Foundation for alumni giving further bolsters this commitment.

Awareness: Since 2016, we have focused our marketing and community outreach efforts on expanding our reach to ensure that as many young people and educators as possible know about the opportunities we provide to students with the desire to make a difference. Having established an online application and selection system in 2016, and with record-breaking application numbers in each successive year, we have grown our online and media presence by incorporating the voices of scholars and alumni into our storytelling as we spread the word across Canada. Now, even more Canadians are aware of the Loran Award, its transformative opportunities for students, and the ripple effect that is realized when we invest in the leadership journeys of these promising young students.
Funding: In 2016, we set an ambitious goal for ourselves to diversify our donor base and raise a total of $20.3M to secure Loran’s future financial stability. With a loyal base of more than 600 donors, and despite a year of economic instability, we were able to surpass our annual fundraising goal which subsequently enabled us to exceed our five-year strategic fundraising target by almost 10%, raising close to $22.3M. We are tremendously grateful to all of you who demonstrate your trust in our work through your investment. Further, we deeply value the strong relationships we have with our 25 Canadian university partners who co-invest in Loran Scholars through tuition waivers that match the living stipends we provide. In 2021 this amount totalled more than one million dollars. Without these sources of financial support we could not help Loran Scholars realize their potential.

Over the course of a year in which the character of leaders has been put to the test through unprecedented social, economic, and environmental disruptions; when we have all been called to prioritize the greater good and think of others before ourselves; and when we have seen communities join together to support one another through selfless acts of service, the values of Loran have resonated more strongly than ever before.

Thanks to your dedication, your generosity, and your fundamental belief in the potential of youth with the capacity to be the service-minded leaders we need, we are now able to turn our attention to developing a new strategic vision that will support Loran’s future evolution. Although we cannot predict what the next five years will bring, we know we can rely on the boundless optimism and determination of Loran Scholars to leave the world better than they found it.
THE LORAN SCHOLAR JOURNEY

Loran is a community project supported by three pillars — donors, volunteers, and university partners — who share our collective vision and who are dedicated to lifelong service and leadership. Each year, they uphold our ability to search the country for each cohort of Loran Scholars. Supported by this community, scholars develop their leadership capacity through a comprehensive four-year enrichment program before joining an engaged network of alumni who, in turn, give back within and beyond the Loran community as donors, volunteers, and leaders.

FOUR-YEAR ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

1:1 MENTORSHIP
SERVICE ON- & OFF-CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ANNUAL SCHOLARS’ RETREAT
ORIENTATION EXPEDITION

THREE PILLARS OF SUPPORT

Our work is reliant on the generosity of a network of 600+ donors, 700+ volunteers, and 25 university partners who co-invest in and support scholars throughout their journeys.
LIFELONG ALUMNI COMMUNITY
Alumni re-invest their talents into improving their communities, support current scholars as volunteers and coaches, and stay connected through a network of local and global hubs.

FOURTH-YEAR TRANSITION PROGRAM

SUMMER WORK EXPERIENCES IN 3 SECTORS

COMMUNITY GATHERINGS

FIRST-YEAR FORUM

A global pandemic can’t stop us.
If anything, it has underscored our need for innovative, civic-minded youth to lead us into the future. We believe that building a better future for us all starts with our young people, and that investing in them catalyzes a ripple effect that will be felt across Canadian society.
Traditionally, our incoming class embarks on an orientation expedition and we bring in-stream scholars together for an annual retreat and our national scholars’ forum. In 2020-2021, due to COVID-19, we proactively expanded our virtual programming and coaching to ensure continuous support and dynamic learning experiences for scholars.

Amidst the challenges and constraints of the past year, it has been the strength of the Loran network that has seen us through. Not wanting physical distancing restrictions and travel bans to disrupt our ability to gather, we held our first virtual National Community Celebration on March 25, 2021 with more than 300 past and present scholars, volunteers, donors, and university representatives. Together, we joined online to celebrate the graduating class of 2017, officially welcomed the first-year class of 2020 into our community, and were inspired by keynotes from The Right Honourable Adrienne Clarkson (former Governor General of Canada) and Geeta Sankappanavar (founder and CEO of Akira Impact). After a six-month virtual selections process, we were also thrilled to unveil the newest cohort of Loran Scholars in the company of our online guests, who offered their hearty congratulations from near and far.

The pandemic has underscored the importance and value of a strong and connected community. Whether online or in person, we ensure scholars leave each experience with a renewed sense of purpose and belonging, and commitment to character, service, and leadership.
2020-2021 VIRTUAL PROGRAMMING

Orientation Expedition
Before beginning university in the fall, our orientation expedition encourages incoming scholars to step outside of their comfort zones, take risks, persevere through challenges, and bond as a cohort. Sharing this first experience as Loran Scholars marks the start of their undergraduate journeys and fosters team-building and personal growth. In 2020, our first-year orientation spanned two months, offering virtual opportunities for the class of 2020 to get to know one another and prepare for the experiences to come in Loran’s program.

Scholars’ Retreat
As a gathering place before each new academic year, our annual retreat provides space for leadership development, reflection, and social connection, to help scholars resume their studies feeling energized and inspired. From August 1 to September 1, 2020, we held our first-ever virtual retreat, supported by RBC Future Launch. Through more than 47 online events and sessions, scholars shared in professional and soft skill-building, peer-to-peer learning and support, scholar- and alumni-led panels, and external presentations — including a mandatory, facilitated training on Anti-Black Racism and Equity-Centred Leadership. Despite missing the in-person opportunity, a benefit of this online retreat was the ability to record retreat sessions and create a digital library of resources for scholars to reference throughout the year.

Fourth-Year Transition Program
Our fourth-year transition program is designed to help the graduating class navigate their final year of undergraduate studies and encourage them to make bold choices about their next steps in the years to come. In August 2020, over six different time zones, fourth-year scholars participated in online workshops, panels, and one-on-one career conversations with speakers and transition coaches from across the country — including 23 Loran alumni. The program continued throughout the year to help scholars make decisions during this critical time in their growth, and culminated in February at our online fourth-year Scholars’ Forum.

Scholars’ Forum
Our annual forum supports first- and fourth-year scholars in pathfinding, planning, and preparing for their future endeavours. The newest and graduating classes learn from peers, alumni, and community leaders through panels and discussions, and receive résumé support from volunteer human resources specialists from BMO Capital Markets. On February 6 and 7, 2021, our virtual forum provided an important opportunity for the classes of 2020 and 2017 to reconnect amidst the challenges faced over the past year. Seven sessions offered insights into summer planning, working remotely, authentic networking, assessing community needs for meaningful service, and post-graduation decision-making. At our inaugural fireside chat, we were also delighted to host Senator Ratna Omidvar, Graham Fox (’93), and Maya Fernandez (’08) for a conversation about careers in public policy.
Patrick David
1999 Loran Scholar
Integration Lead, Product Acceleration & Corporate Development, Shopify

“Loran afforded me the opportunity to find my true self,” says Patrick David. Becoming a scholar gave him the freedom to explore how to live authentically at an early stage. The award held immense meaning for both him and his parents, who emigrated to Canada from the Philippines in search of a better life for their family. “It validated their decision to come to Canada and raise their children here,” he explains. “They took that risk and it paid off.”

Today, Patrick stays closely connected with the foundation and his fellow alumni. He gives back as a donor and helps young people on their journeys as a volunteer assessor, interviewer, coach, and presenter. Meeting candidates and current scholars is a “bright light” in his year. “It reminds me about my commitment as an alumnus to lead, serve, and be the best version of myself.” Interviewing with Loran also enriches Patrick’s professional work in corporate development at Shopify, and builds on his experience in executive recruitment. In his career, community, and service with Loran, he continually reflects on his core values by asking “How can we make things better?” and “How do we measure success?”

Patrick believes that Canada needs steady leadership grounded in integrity and consistency. He hopes the next generation will lead “with intention and with care,” and strive for long-term impact. In a digital age increasingly characterized by disconnection and short-term results, Patrick adds, Loran offers a rare antidote by cultivating “the deep relationships we need to bring others along and converge on ideas.” In the Loran community, he’s found “supportive people who exemplify these values and raise others up. That’s important work.”

Alumni increased their support by 15.7% in 2021, raising more than $206K
78% of alumni donated to the foundation in 2021
12 active alumni hubs connect an engaged community, including 3 international hubs and 1 global hub
LIVING LORAN

Wherever their paths lead them, Loran Scholars share a lifelong commitment to leaving things better than they found them. Although the average age of our alumni is only 32, they go above and beyond to take risks, help others, and find solutions as emerging leaders in every sector.

This habit of giving back is part of the fabric of our alumni community. Alumni serve as volunteers in their own communities and with Loran, helping us select and interview each new class of scholars and acting as mentors and coaches to support them on their journeys. They also ensure the foundation’s success by financially reinvesting in our mission each year. Our annual alumni campaign is a significant contribution to the foundation and an important measure of how deeply committed alumni are to providing opportunities for future generations of scholars. This past year, 78% of alumni donated to the campaign and all gifts were generously matched dollar-for-dollar by the McCall MacBain Foundation as a contribution to our endowment.

Our network of alumni hubs connect scholars locally and globally through social, professional, and service-oriented gatherings. As the Loran alumni population grows, almost doubling by 2027, the hubs serve as intimate networks that support alumni as they contribute their talents to Canada and the world.

96% of alumni have donated a cumulative total of more than $2.17 million to the foundation.

Over the weekend of September 18–20, we hosted our quadrennial alumni reunion, Connexion 2020. For the first time ever, it was delivered virtually, bringing together Loran alumni from 24 cohorts. Alumni logged in from all over the world to reconnect, share, and learn from one another’s experiences through engaging presentations, panels, and keynotes. With 13 sessions led by 40+ speakers, and workshops including a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Lab as well as a two-day training in Public Narrative, these conversations highlighted the power of community and the importance of turning values into action to create a better world.
DEVELOPING CITIZENS OF IMPACT

Loran alumni are giving back to their communities, pushing boundaries, and contributing to a more diverse leadership ecosystem in such fields as technology, the arts, finance, medicine, law, and science. Though their work spans a multitude of sectors and disciplines throughout Canada and the world, alumni share and continue to be guided by Loran’s core values of character, service, and leadership.

An entrepreneur and a physician by training, Jeeshan Chowdhury (RBC Loran Scholar ‘00) is the Founder & CEO of Journey Colab. Part of the inaugural cohort backed by the Apollo Projects Fund, the startup’s mission is to develop FDA-approved psychedelic treatments, decolonize drug development, and transform mental healthcare. Before his most recent project, Jeeshan co-founded Y Combinator-backed startup Listrunner — now Desma Health — a digital health platform to help clinicians securely share patient information. As a Sauvé Scholar, he co-founded Hacking Health, a global movement to foster health technology innovations. Jeeshan completed his MD/DPhil at the University of Alberta and the University of Oxford, where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar. He was a member of the Joule Innovation Council, a select group of innovators and business leaders recognized for supporting physician-led innovation. Jeeshan has shared his experiences with in-stream scholars by presenting, most recently, at Loran’s 2021 Scholars’ Forum.

Based in Sackville, NB, Amy-Lee Kouwenberg (W. Garfield Weston Loran Scholar ‘01) has dedicated her career to conservation and science. A Bird Project Biologist at Birds Canada, she recently served as the organization’s Acting Director for the Atlantic Region. Through her work, Amy-Lee coordinates the High Elevation Landbird Program, monitoring birds in remote forests of northern New Brunswick and the Cape Breton Highlands, and works with forestry officials to protect habitat in the industrial forest. She also coordinates the Atlantic Nocturnal Owl Survey, a citizen scientist-based effort to census owls in the Atlantic provinces. Widely published for her studies on seabirds, Amy-Lee previously worked as an Aquatic Science Biologist for Fisheries and Oceans Canada and as a Wildlife Technician and Biologist for Environment Canada. She studied Agriculture at the University of Guelph before earning her MSc and PhD in Cognitive and Behavioural Ecology from Memorial University of Newfoundland. Amy-Lee has volunteered with Loran’s selections since 2007.
Marin MacLeod (Young Fund Loran Scholar ’09) works at the intersection of public health, innovation, and knowledge translation. As Executive Director of the Reach Alliance, she leads strategic planning and manages stakeholder relations with Reach’s global partnership community. The research initiative, based at the University of Toronto’s Munk School of Global Affairs & Public Policy and supported by the Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, examines how critical interventions and innovations reach those who are the hardest to reach and most in need. With a background in program design, delivery, and evaluation, Marin’s career has led her to work across a range of public health issues in several countries. She holds a BA (Hons) from Queen’s University and a Master in Public Health from the University of Toronto’s Dalla Lana School of Public Health. Marin gives back to Loran as an assessor, summer program employer and coach, and alumni hub coordinator.

Rebecca Gill (Simmonds Family Loran Scholar ’07) is a criminal defence lawyer practicing in Abbotsford, BC, at Dhanu Dhaliwal Law Group. An experienced trial lawyer, she assists marginalized communities in accessing and navigating the complexities of the justice system. Rebecca’s commitment to defending those in need is a natural extension of her time spent championing issues related to police accountability, anti-poverty, social housing, and employment standards. In addition to supporting Loran as an assessor, interviewer, panelist, and alumni campaign fundraiser, Rebecca volunteers with the Fraser Valley Criminal Law Association and the Abbotsford Restorative Justice and Advocacy Association. She also acts as ad-hoc counsel for the Community Legal Assistance Society during Mental Health Act Review Panel Hearings, and provides independent legal advice to survivors of sexual assault. While studying law at the University of Victoria, Rebecca participated in the Law Centre Program and offered legal assistance to clients in financial need.

Charles Larson (W. Garfield Weston Loran Scholar ’03) is a pediatric cardiac intensivist at the Stollery Children’s Hospital in Edmonton, AB, as well as a University of Alberta clinical assistant professor in pediatrics and program director of pediatric critical care. Charles led his U of A team to start The 3D Heart Project, which prints models of pediatric patients’ hearts and uses technology to provide a powerful educational tool for young patients and their families. At the height of the pandemic, the team shifted its focus to design and 3D print more than 2,000 reusable face shields for use in healthcare settings, in partnership with Alberta Health Services. Charles studied medicine at McGill University and completed his residency at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto. Named one of Edify Edmonton’s Top 40 Under 40 in 2020, he serves as a Loran selections volunteer and mentors a current scholar.
WE BELIEVE THAT A YOUNG PERSON’S CHARACTER IS A BETTER INDICATOR OF POTENTIAL THAN STANDARD ACADEMIC MEASURES. OUR RIGOROUS SELECTION PROCESS INCLUDES A WRITTEN ASSESSMENT, AS WELL AS INDIVIDUAL AND PANEL INTERVIEWS WITH A DIVERSE GROUP OF COMMUNITY-ENGAGED LORAN VOLUNTEERS. THIS PROCESS ALLOWS AMPLE OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF-REFLECTION AND AUTHENTIC CONVERSATION.

To find these young people, we enlist the help of guidance counsellors and teachers at approximately 3,500 high schools and Cegeps across the country. They recommend candidates who demonstrate strength of character, commitment to service in the community, and leadership potential. In addition, over half of our candidates apply independently through the direct pool.

This year, 400+ Loran volunteers rose to a unique challenge: reviewing more than 6,000 applications, getting to know hundreds of youth across the country, and creating meaningful interview experiences for them at a distance. Our first-ever virtual selections — executed with the support of “Zoom operators” Lindsey Li (10) and Braden Lamoureux (16) — were only possible with our volunteers’ expertise, adaptability, and steadfast dedication to identifying the special qualities found in Loran Scholars. We are grateful for their support in a year when warm and insightful human connections were so important.
269 assessors spent
4,842 hours reviewing
6,084 applications

257 selections
volunteers spent

2,148 hours spent on Zoom
with candidates

Out of 1,704 total interviews with
390 logging in from 161 candidates

60 students received provincial/territorial awards,
36 students received Loran Finalist Awards and
30 students joined the 2021 cohort of Loran Scholars

6,084 Canadian communities,

30 students joined the 2021 cohort of Loran Scholars
THE CLASS
OF 2021

Toni Agbaje-Ojo, Sabourin Loran Scholar
Upper Canada College, Toronto, ON

Yasmine Ahmed, Ralph M. Barford Loran Scholar
Turner-Fenton Secondary School, Brampton, ON

Kyran Alikamik, Ralph M. Barford Loran Scholar
East Three Secondary School, Inuvik, NT

Tasneem Alnahhas, Temerty Loran Scholar
Earl of March Secondary School, Stittsville, ON

Hubaib Amin, Loran Scholar*
Eastdale Collegiate and Vocational Institute, Oshawa, ON

Laurence Breton, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
Collège de Lévis-Lauzon, Saint-Léon de Standon, QC

Malik Dahel, Azrieli Loran Scholar
John Abbott College, Montréal, QC

Pénélope Fernandez-Busto, Azrieli Loran Scholar
Collège Jean-de-Brébeuf, Montréal, QC

Louise Foglia, Dobson Loran Scholar
Collège de Saint-Laurent, Montréal, QC

Emma Harris, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
Miles Macdonell Collegiate, Winnipeg, MB

Younseo Heo, Koerner Loran Scholar
Saint John High School, Saint John, NB

Julien-Pierre Houle, Azrieli Loran Scholar
Collège de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC

Tanisha Kadia, Smith Family Loran Scholar
École Mctavish Public High School, Fort McMurray, AB

Anthony Létourneau, Dobson Loran Scholar
Collège de Matane, Matane, QC

Samuel Lowe, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
Grace Christian School, Belle River, PE

Tala MacDonald, de La Bruyère Loran Scholar
Mount Sentinel Secondary School, Winlaw, BC

Madison Malloy, Loran Scholar*
Chipman Forest Avenue School, Young's Cove, NB

Megan Matlock, Gucciardi Loran Scholar
Northumberland Regional High School, Stellarton, NS

Abygail Montague, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
St. Thomas More Catholic Secondary School, Hamilton, ON

Chidiebere Okarah, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
École Panorama Ridge Secondary School, Surrey, BC

Emmanuella Oladipo, Loran Scholar*
St. Mary Catholic Secondary School, Pickering, ON

Malorie Osmond, Loran Scholar*
Fogo Island Central Academy, Fogo Island, NL

Sidney Shaw, John H. McArthur Loran Scholar
Unionville High School, Markham, ON

Eman Shayeb, Akira Impact Loran Scholar
Ross Sheppard High School, Edmonton, AB

Amelia Spacek, McCall MacBain Loran Scholar
École secondaire Notre-Dame-du-Sault, Aweres Twp, ON

Martin Tang, Smith Family Loran Scholar
Seaquam Secondary School, Delta, BC

Stephanie Urena Rodriguez
BMO Capital Markets Loran Scholar
The Bishop Strachan School, Toronto, ON

Kevin Wang, Skoczowski Loran Scholar
Britannia Secondary School, Vancouver, BC

Averi Winn, BMO Capital Markets Loran Scholar
École académique de Truro, Debert, NS

Vincent Wong, Scace Loran Scholar
Prince of Wales Secondary School, Vancouver, BC

* indicates a scholar with an anonymous donor
Our 25 university partners signal their support for Loran Scholars and their trust in our selection process by providing an annual tuition waiver of up to $10,000 for each student, matching the stipends funded by our donors. This investment totalled $1,020,458 in 2020/21.

Our university partnerships provide Loran Scholars with the choice of and access to the best academic programs across Canada. We are sincerely grateful to our partners for stewarding Loran Scholars throughout their undergraduate studies.

Atlantic Canada
Dalhousie University
Memorial University
Mount Allison University
University of King’s College
University of New Brunswick

Québec
McGill University
Université Laval
Université de Montréal
Université de Sherbrooke

Ontario
McMaster University
Queen's University
Ryerson University
University of Guelph
University of Ottawa
University of Toronto
University of Waterloo
Western University
York University

Ontario Universities
University of Hampton
University of Calgary
University of Manitoba
University of Saskatchewan

British Columbia
Simon Fraser University
University of British Columbia
University of Victoria

$1,020,458 in tuition waivers granted by our partners in 2020/21

We thank the following university representatives for the care they take in supporting our scholars on campus:

Jeff Adams
Teresa Alm
Lorraine Au Tham
Susan Barker
Éric Bercier
Manoj Bhakthan
Judy Casey
Benoit Chaloux
Karen Danylchuk
Cate Dewey
Carolyn Eyles
Elizabeth Fullerton
Bob Gibson
Matthew Haddad
Salomé Janse van Rensburg

Ivan Joseph
Karina LeBlanc
John Lennox
Michelle Lowton
Charlotte Marchesseault
Katie Merwin
Dale Mullings
Lori Nolt
Elizabeth Perez
Cara Piperni
Samantha Reid
Julie Shink
Verity Turpin
Sarah Wolgemuth
Julie Zahab
Dr. Sheiry Dhillon, MD, DPhil
2008 W. Garfield Weston Loran Scholar

Mentoring with Loran has been a full-circle experience for Dr. Sheiry Dhillon. A physician based in Toronto, she remembers developing a strong sense of community as a 2008 scholar. After benefiting as a mentee herself, Sheiry has paid it forward as a mentor over the last four years.

While her perspective as an alumna has given her a window into the Loran Scholar journey, “mentorship taps into a different skill set,” she emphasizes. “It’s about what the mentee needs and how you can support that.”

To Sheiry, the role of a mentor is to provide a “safe, non-judgmental space for the mentee to turn to and discuss challenges, hesitations, and hard questions.”

Sheiry and her mentee Parnika Godkhindi built their relationship on empathy from shared lived experiences, including their studies at McMaster University. “I really wanted to create a space for her where she could talk about anything - what’s important to her,” Sheiry says. “I ask questions and share reflections, and in that process I hope there’s growth.” Reciprocally, learning from Parnika keeps Sheiry close to the ground and facilitates her own growth.

Mentoring as an alumna, Sheiry believes, is a rewarding way to “keep your Loran journey going and give back to the community by thoughtfully being involved in a mentee’s life.” Sheiry also stays in touch through a variety of volunteer capacities: “It’s an easy decision, whenever anyone from the Loran community reaches out and asks if I want to get involved. The award was transformative for me and set the stage for extremely meaningful relationships in my life. Being a mentor reinforces that in one more way.”

I am really grateful for my relationship with Sheiry. Her insights and support guided me through important self-reflection during some of the toughest moments of my undergrad, enabling me to lead and learn with intention.

Parnika Godkhindi, 2017 Ralph M. Barford Loran Scholar
One of our greatest assets is our national network of mentors who embody the values of Loran and encourage our scholars to do the same. Since 1996, our one-on-one mentorship program has involved 535 mentors representing a breadth of professional and volunteer interests. Mentors commit to sharing their experiences and networks with the scholars through their four years of undergraduate study.

MENTORS FOR THE CLASS OF 2020

Caroline Andrieux, Founder, General and Artistic Director, Darling Foundry, Montréal, QC
Suzanne Anton, Former Attorney General of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC
Bineta Ba, Director of Partnerships and International Development, Fondation Marcelle et Jean Coutu, Montréal, QC
Jill Bodkin, Chair of the Board at Westport Innovations, Vancouver, BC
Tim Brodhead, Former President, The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, Ottawa, ON
Lyne Charlebois, Executive Director, WIAIH, Montréal, QC
Chanda Chevannes, Filmmaker, Writer, & Educator, Toronto, ON
Terry Cooke, President & CEO, Hamilton Community Foundation, Hamilton, ON
Sarah Cox, Investigative Reporter, Victoria, BC
Tom Ferries, President & CEO, National Energy Equipment, Vancouver, BC
Eric Gombrich, CEO, Tickit Health, Vernon, BC
Susan Green, Social Worker, St. John’s, NL
Rose Greensides, Executive Director, Social Venture Partners, Waterloo Region, Waterloo, ON
Wes Hall, Founder, BlackNorth Initiative, Toronto, ON
Gillian Hnatniw, Principal, Gillian Hnatniw & Co. Advocates, Toronto, ON
Idil Issa, Advocate, Writer, & Public Speaker, Montréal, QC
Taline Jirian, Deputy Director, Marketing and Development, Ottawa Art Gallery, Ottawa, ON
Mala Joneja, Associate Professor, Department of Medicine; Director, Diversity and Equity, School of Medicine, Queen's University, Kingston, ON
Marc Laferriere, City Councillor, Brant County, Hamilton, ON
Charles Larson (’03), Paediatric Cardiologist (Critical Care), Stollery Children's Hospital, Edmonton, AB
Kelly Lance Loudoun, Real Estate Developer, Kelowna, BC
David McKie, CBC Producer, Parliamentary Bureau, Ottawa, ON
David-Martin Milot (’07), Doctor Specialized in Public Health and Preventative Medicine, CIUSSS de la Montérégie-Centre; President, Doctors of the World, Canada, Montréal, QC
Kyleen Myrah, Professor, Okanagan College, Corporate Trainer & Professional Speaker, Kelowna, BC
Marla Newhook, Manager, Prevention and Intervention Services, Native Montreal, Montréal, QC
Filip Papich, Managing Director & Co-Head, BMO Capital Markets Quebec, Montréal, QC
Leanne Richardson, Founder, impossible2Possible, Ottawa, ON
Colette Steer, Coordinator, Recruitment Activities, School of Graduate Studies, Queen's University, Kingston, ON
Alanna Thain, Professor of English, McGill University, Montréal, QC
Laura Thomson (’04), Assistant Professor, Queen's University, Kingston, ON
Michael Toppings, Artistic & Executive Director, MAI (Montréal, arts interculturels), Montréal, QC
Manon Vennat, Past Commissioner of the Public Service Commission of Canada, Montréal, QC
Joy Weismiller, Principal, Juniper Consulting, Victoria, BC
Aimée White, Acting Managing Director, Solutions for Kids in Pain, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS
Marie-Hélène Wolfe, General Director, Centraide Estrie, Sherbrooke, QC
Kyle Wyatt, Editor-in-Chief, Literary Review of Canada, Toronto, ON
Through our tri-sectoral summer program, scholars expand their understanding of their local and global communities and how they can use their talents in a professional context. Summer work experiences augment academic studies and can take place in Canada and abroad. With access to Loran’s networks and up to $14,000 in funding for their three summers, scholars build practical skills and gain hands-on experience in the public, private, and non-profit sectors.

Each student becomes familiar with policy creation during their public policy summer, explores grassroots non-profit work in their community development summer, and develops their capacity to work in a for-profit environment through their enterprise summer. Despite restrictions on in-person work, for the summer of 2020, in-stream scholars persevered to secure meaningful remote-based opportunities across all three sectors.

Jérémie Bedard (Dobson Loran Scholar ’17), who grew up in Québec, QC, recently graduated from Queen’s University with a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and Commerce — but that’s not all. He brings to his early career a breadth of experiences from three summers supporting initiatives in economic empowerment, multilateral relations, and entrepreneurship.

“My summers were fantastically complementary,” Jérémie begins. “Each summer was beneficial for the one that followed, which I didn’t expect.” Looking back, he sees a distinct lesson from each experience. “My first summer pushed me outside of my comfort zone,” he reflects. Before moving to Cali, Colombia, in 2018, Jérémie spent two months studying Spanish to ensure he could productively work in the language. As Tech Lead with Proyecto
Ludicamente, he met with school children to better understand their needs in order to build a platform for them to learn about mental health. From this community development summer, Jérémie carried forward a deep appreciation for the humility, empathy, and learning mindset needed when spending time in another country.

In Paris, where he spent his 2019 public policy summer with the Delegation for Francophone and Multilateral Affairs of Quebec, “it clicked that every sector is interrelated,” Jérémie notes. As a project manager, he gained insight into multilateral relationships and led consultations to update a multi-state economic strategy focusing on digital innovation and entrepreneurship in French-speaking African nations. “I quickly realized that in high-level public policy, you can’t perform much change without people leading initiatives at the grassroots level — and that’s what I was part of in my previous summer. Having that perspective really helped me in identifying people to help make this strategy a reality.”

Jérémie’s professional and personal development crystallized during his enterprise summer in 2020 at Diagram Ventures in Montréal — the culmination of his tri-sectoral experience. “It brought together everything I had learned throughout my undergraduate studies and my previous summers.” After interning with Diagram through Loran’s summer program before completing his final year at Queen’s, Jérémie returned to the venture studio’s innovation team as a full-time analyst. He continues to apply his unique combination of skills and perspectives, leading user interviews — something he first practiced in Colombia — and building prototypes to validate and advance entrepreneurial ideas.

Even for those pursuing a technical field, like him, Jérémie considers it an advantage to take a less conventional and direct path. “Exploring different avenues prepares you well to eventually find what you really want to do,” he says. “I don’t regret a single second. The tri-sectoral summers, for me, were the most valuable portion of the entire program.” To those students just beginning their Loran journeys, he advises: “Trust the process and enjoy the ride.”
Although our traditional summer work experience program was disrupted in 2020 due to the pandemic, 48 scholars secured work opportunities in policy, community-based, and private sector roles. We are grateful for the continued support of our summer employment partners in creating such valuable learning experiences.

**PUBLIC POLICY**

Léa Papillon (McCall MacBain Loran Scholar ’18)

Intern, Pembina Institute, Vancouver, BC

“My experience opened my eyes to the importance of bridging the gap between government and scientific research and communications. I learned about the background research and strategy it takes to improve public policy, and found that the sector involves more of my interests than I had ever imagined. Working with the Buildings and Urban Solutions Team, I gained a new critical lens that will help me better analyze and address the environmental impacts from a building’s architectural characteristics. I also saw the value of think tanks bringing together professionals from diverse fields and backgrounds, which encouraged my desire to gain different job experiences and follow an uncommon path.”
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Blair Crawford (Young Fund Loran Scholar ‘17)
Evaluation and Project Specialist, Engage Nova Scotia, Halifax, NS

“Over the course of the summer, I produced an evaluation framework for the Nova Scotia Quality of Life Initiative as well as a toolkit which will be used internally to ensure that assessment of the initiative is conducted effectively. I am proud of this work as it required me to apply my educational knowledge of monitoring and evaluation to a real-life project — and see its role in the non-profit sector firsthand. Through producing the framework, I was able to develop a robust understanding of different approaches, and I was challenged to allow different ideas to expand my own views. This experience has shaped the way in which I will view project evaluation moving forward and has inspired me to continue on that path.”

ENTERPRISE

Kieran Cyphus (Connor, Clark & Lunn Loran Scholar ‘17)
Software Engineering Intern, Common Wealth, Toronto, ON

“Because Common Wealth has such a clear and applicable mission — to give every Canadian access to retirement — I was given a chance to go deep and explore the complexity that exists within modern applications, something which isn’t possible within the time constraints of an academic degree. My work focused on developing the annuity flow within the existing web application, making key contributions to the frontend and backend codebases. It was rewarding to be one of the first new hires on a small team of very accomplished engineers. My supervisors mentored me on not only technical aspects and industry best practices but also tech leadership, so I left with a better understanding of the retirement industry as well as professional software development as a whole.”
The first thing Kim Echlin will tell you about Loran is that it began with people: a community of welcoming and collaborative individuals who prioritize values over success, and focus on long-term growth. “As a people-based organization, grassroots work tends to blossom into bigger endeavours,” Kim observes.

A founding trustee and one of the foundation’s first volunteers, Kim has co-authored Loran’s story since its origin. Since first meeting Bob Cluett as a graduate student, Kim has helped to select decades of cohorts as an interviewer and shared her gifts as a mentor. Through her many pivotal roles, Kim has found that “at each juncture of an evolving life, there are evolving opportunities at the foundation.” She appreciates how “Loran’s core principles have remained stable” — even over more than 30 years — but also “expanded to embrace the changes in our Canadian character.”

“As a National Co-Chair, I see the interests of students across the country, and how those have changed over the years. The skill sets they bring will be the bedrock of new directions in Canadian society.” While interviewing, Kim looks for “the young student who is generous and curious, and who wants to give back to their community,” she explains. “There’s also a fundamental optimism in excellent leaders. They see ways of doing things that will benefit everyone.”

Kim believes that returning to shared principles is a powerful antidote to increasing polarization: “It matters more than ever today that a group with Loran’s values is actively out in the community.” Her vantage point as a long-time supporter gives her hope. Volunteering with Loran is “contributing to society in a way that will endure through decades,” Kim reflects. “The investment in our young people is unmatchable. Give a little bit of time, and you’ll see the effects through a generation.”

725 individuals volunteer with the foundation

Our 400+ selections volunteers donate over 9,800 hours to select each class of Loran Scholars

42% of alumni serve as Loran volunteers
Our work selecting and stewarding scholars to realize their potential relies upon a network of dedicated volunteers who assess and interview candidates, support scholars, and serve on our board. Volunteers come from a variety of careers and backgrounds, and demonstrate in their own lives the very values we look for in Loran Scholars.

Thank you to the 725 individuals who collectively gave over 12,700 hours of their time this past year. We are grateful for their generosity and belief in making long-term investments in young Canadians who demonstrate strength of character, a commitment to service, and the potential to be future leaders.

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this report. If, however, we have made any errors or omitted a name, please accept our sincere apologies and contact info@loranscholar.ca for corrections.
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VOLUNTEERS continued

Donna Chiarelli  
Adrian Cho  
Jean-Marc Chouinard  
Anshula Chowdhury  
Jeeshan Chowdhury ('00)  
Kim Christensen  
Jim Chung  
Maria Churchill  
Stephanie Ciccarelli  
Phyllis Clark  
Angie Clarke  
Heather Clarke  
Adrienne Clarkson  
Jonah Clifford ('10)  
Maurane Cloutier ('12)  
Gary Collins  
Lisa Coltart  
Alex Conliffe ('99)  
Heather Conradi  
George Cooke  
Terry Cooke  
Aline Cool  
Amanda Coolman  
Lindsay Cornell  
Daniela Corsetti ('10)  
Christine Corston  
Sophie Courtois  
Brian Cowan  
Chris Cowperthwaite ('99)  
Sarah Cox  
Barry Craig  
Carolyn Craven  
Bill Crawford  
Patrick Cronin  
Denise Cumming  
Michael Currie ('05)  
David D'Arienzo ('11)  
Jenna D'Aurizio ('15)  
Michelle Dagnino ('98)  
Karim Damji  
Juliet Daniel  
Patrick David ('99)  
Rebecca Davis ('00)  
Valentina De Castris  
Catherine De Fazio  
Diane de Kerckhove ('92)  
Marc De Koninck  
Marc de La Bruyère  
Rita de Santos  
Joette Decore  
Marianne Denis-Séguin  
Melanie Derynck Lightstone ('02)  
Max Deschner ('09)  
Ginny Devine  
Sheiry Dhillon ('08)  
Tushar Dhoot ('11)  
Aissatou Diakhate  
Carey Diamond  
Kathryn Dingle ('07)  
Adrienne DiPaolo  
James Dipaolo ('08)  
Steven Dixon  
Kiet Do ('02)  
Gallit Dobner  
Kelly Doctor ('99)  
Bonnie Donovan  
Alix Dostal  
Bernard Doucet  
Alex Draper  
Nathalie Dubois  
Peter Dueck  
Anne Duffie  
Patrick Duncan ('06)  
Brian Duplessis  
Kaitlin Dupuis ('02)  
Menon Dwarka  
Danya Dziedzic ('09)  
Ericka Eacott ('93)  
Kim Echlin  
Ginny Edwards  
Hamoon Ekhtiar  
Paul Elsley  
Duane Elverum  
Tiell Elviss  
Fiona Emdin ('11)  
Jenna Englott ('10)  
Lynden Evers ('12)  
Kim Fahner  
Maggie Fairs  
Carson Falk ('10)  
Conor Falvey ('06)  
Akin Famuyide ('04)  
Myriam Faucher ('13)  
Jean Fauchon  
Adam Fearnall ('08)  
Maya Fernandez ('08)  
Tom Ferries  
Nadia Festinger ('04)  
Isabelle Fisher  
Brenda Fitzgerald  
John Flinto  
Michael Flood ('14)  
Anna Foat  
Evelyn Foo  
Liseanne Forand  
Chanel Fourrier ('12)  
Charles Fourrier  
Graham Fox ('93)  
Catherine Fremont  
Charlotte French  
Carley Friesen ('03)  
Marna Fujimoto-Pihl  
Caitlin Funk  
Heath Gabruch  
Allison Gacad ('16)  
Catherine Gagné ('08)  
Carolina Gallo  
Kate Gammal  
Marina Garabedian ('97)  
Andrea Geddes Poole  
Claude Généreux  
Derek Gent  
George Georgiades ('95)  
Joanna Gertler  
Rob Giardino  
Julie Gibson ('95)  
Rebecca Gill ('07)  
Alex Gillis ('16)  
Scott Gilmore  
Bryan Gilvesy  
Emilie Glockner ('96)  
Dale Godsoe  
Ritika Goel  
Les Gombik  
Eric Gombrich  
Travis Good  
Jonathan Goodman  
Don Goodrow  
Jason Goveas  
Caitlin Grady ('15)  
Catherine Graham  
Danny Graham  
Scott Graham  
Barbara Grantham  
Taylor Graves  
Loree Gray  
Josée Green  
Susan Green  
Rose Greensides  
Sam Gregory ('11)  
Patricia Grenier  
Wojciech Gryc ('04)  
Franca Gucciardi ('90)  
Claire Gummo ('13)  
Kelsey Gunderson  
Peter Guo ('09)  
Samir Gupta ('95)  
Afzal Habib ('06)  
Wes Hall  
Valérie Hallé  
Keith Halliday  
Osman Hamid  
Leanne Hammond  
Jon Hantho  
Susan Harada  
Kate Hauser  
Eric Haywood-Farmer ('96)  
Tyler Heal ('09)  
David Hellwell  
Jennie Helmer  
Jeff Henry  
Krystle Henry  
Meghan Henry  
Scott Henry ('13)  
Danny Hertz ('08)  
Patrick Hickey ('15)  
Hillary Higgins ('03)  
Bonne Hillman  
Heather Hines  
Atiya Hirji  
Julia Hiscock ('07)  
Sue Hlywka  
Gillian Hnatiw  
Kelsey Hogan ('13)  
Hannah Holden ('09)  
Heather Holland ('98)  
Mary Constance Holman ('09)  
Leanne Holt  
Susan Holt  
Anthony Hope ('15)  
Sandy Houston  
Annie Hsu  
Tim Huang  
Stephen Huddart  
Jim Hughes  
Kristine Hunter  
Michelle Hurtubise  
Naim Hussain ('01)  
Yaakov Ilan ('97)  
Nicole Israel ('99)  
Idil Issa  
Inez Jabalpurwala  
Tim Jackson  
Melinda Jacobs ('08)  
Charu Jaiswal  
Angela James
Ryan Jamula ('14)  
Brent Janke  
Anel Jaswal ('07)  
Nazampal Jaswal ('10)  
Alison Jeffrey  
Taline Jirian  
Bode Jobi  
Leo Johnson  
Donald Johnston  
Mike Johnston  
Mala Joneja  
Ivan Joseph  
Janelle Joseph ('97)  
Krista Kaski  
Haley Kawaja ('10)  
Carol Kehoe  
Chandler Kensington  
Heather Kerr ('96)  
Lisa Kershaw  
Justin Khan  
Kosar Khwaja ('94)  
Julia Kim  
Jamie King  
Jen King ('98)  
Shannon King ('11)  
Christina Klassen ('11)  
Wendy Klingenberg  
Iain Klugman  
Erin Knight ('15)  
Rachel Kohut  
Priya Koilpillai ('10)  
Saifa Koonar  
Annie Koppens  
Amy-Lee Kouwenburch ('01)  
Lucas Kruitwagen ('07)  
Jessica Kuipers  
Shreya Kumar  
Andrew Kushnir ('98)  
Michaela Kuuskman ('07)  
Brent LaBrosse  
Claude Lacroix  
Marc Lafreniere  
Elaine Lalonde  
Jane Lalonde  
Jessica Lam  
Braden Lamoureux ('16)  
Courtney Lancaster ('04)  
Hyla LaPointe ('08)  
Paul Larocque  
Charles Larson ('03)  
Laurie Lashbrook  
Heather Lastiwka  
Sammy Lau ('10)  
Éric Lauzon  
Susan Lawson  
Alfred LeBlanc  
Karina LeBlanc  
Marie LeBlanc-Kerr  
Alison Lee ('09)  
Nina Lee-Aquino  
Myriam Legault  
Andrea Lehan  
Kathy LeHockey  
Annette Leibing  
Sandra Leighton  
Jason LeJeune  
Justin Lemieux  
Kathryn Lennon ('06)  
John Lennox  
Lindsay Lenters ('05)  
Rhonda Lent  
Shannon Leppky  
Caroline Leroux Boulay  
Marc-André Letendre  
Aaron Levo  
Adam Lewinburg  
Brianne Lewis ('04)  
Grace Li ('06)  
Lindsey Li ('10)  
Lisa Liang  
Judy Libman  
Mimi Liu ('10)  
Jessie Liu-Ernsting  
Julia Lo  
Alison Loat  
Joy Loewen  
Keanin Loomis  
Kelly Lance Loudoun  
Don Love  
Brian Lowes  
Sophia Lu ('07)  
Yulanda Lui ('13)  
Ramona Lumpkin  
Dan Lussier  
Lindsey MacDonald ('02)  
Louise MacDonald  
Avon MacFarlane  
Mike MacInnes  
Jim Mackey  
Alix MacLean ('03)  
Rod MacLennan  
Marin MacLeod ('09)  
Jeff Madgett  
Atul Mahajan  
Mandeep Mahal ('04)  
Sana Mahtab  
Justina Marianayagam ('14)  
Gordon Martell  
Catherine Martin  
Nyranne Martin ('97)  
Notisha Massaquoi  
Lawrence Masterman  
Susan Masterman  
Biff Matthews  
Katie Mattina ('09)  
Nurjehan Mawani  
Alex Mazier ('97)  
Johanne McDonald  
Kristina McDougall  
Wendy McDowall  
Kara McGlynn  
Grace McKenzie ('11)  
David McKe  
Eleanor McAulqhlin  
Helena McLean  
Christina McLeod  
Deb McNab  
Tracey McVicar  
Steve Mehlerttretter  
Danielle Melchior  
Teresa Melton  
Sarah Michael ('93)  
Antoine Michaud  
Matto Mildenberger ('03)  
Roberta Millman  
Sarah Millman ('14)  
Andrew Mills ('03)  
David-Martin Milot ('07)  
Nick Milum ('15)  
Elise Min ('04)  
Margo Mingay  
Tiffany Mintah  
Pat Mirenda  
Maggie Mitchell  
Marcia Moffat  
Zahra Mohamed  
John Montalbano  
Joy Morassutti  
Tori More ('07)  
Miranda Morgan ('99)  
Leora Morris ('02)  
Jeanie Morton ('02)  
Sandy Mowat  
Adrian Mucalov ('97)  
Barbara Mullialy  
Suzanne Mullett  
Astrid Muschalla  
Sivakami Myslavanam ('11)  
Kyleen Myrah  
Patrick Nadeau ('00)  
Nicolas Nadeau ('02)  
Kabir Nadjkarni ('14)  
Kendra Naidoo ('01)  
Eyob Naizghi  
Sara Napier  
Aaron Narayan  
Dalu Ndlou  
Frances Neufeld  
Tanya Neumeyer ('01)  
Marla Newhook  
Chris Newton-Smith ('95)  
John Nightingale  
Boris Nikic  
Shahzia Noorally  
Wes Novotny ('96)  
Stephanie Nowak  
Brandon Nussey  
Peter O'Reilly ('09)  
Kara O'Brien ('01)  
Laura O'Connor ('99)  
Mischa Oak ('99)  
Nick Oddson  
Ratna Omidvar  
James Osborne  
Livia Ottosova ('03)  
Eloise Ouellet-Destée ('06)  
Catherine Quimmet  
Alex Overchuk  
Maria Pacella  
Zak Paget  
Divya Patha ('09)  
Filip Papich  
Jonathan Paradis ('08)  
Tina Parbhakar  
Severine Parent  
David Park  
Ken Park  
Carol Parker  
Karen Parry  
Jennifer Partridge  
Cheryl Paterson  
Madeleine Pawlowski ('11)  
Meghan Payment ('13)  
Hilary Pearson  
Jane Pegg ('06)  
Debbie Pella  
Yves Pelletier  
Jennifer Pereira ('01)  
Kate Pereira ('04)  
Shona Perry-Maidment  
John Phillips  
Lauren Phillips ('99)
Tara Phillips ('96)
Adrienne Piggott
Cara Piperni
Kelly Pitaoulis
Greg Poelzer
Rosemary Polegato
Patti Pon
Jay Potter ('02)
Kimahli Powell
Gail Prasad ('98)
Regina Pratchler
Allison Pritchard ('14)
Christine Pu ('14)
Rachel Pulfer
Lisa Purdy
Luciana Quarin
Thérèse Quigley
Ed Quilty
Caroline Quinn ('06)
Jennifer Racine
Shayan Pradhan ('01)
Deepak Ramachandran
Wayne Rawcliffe
Irhan Rawji
Brandi Read ('98)
Tamara Rebanks
Vanessa Redditt ('03)
Colleen Reed
Gisèle Regimbald
Matthew Reid ('05)
Cameron Revington ('11)
Armin Rezaiean-Asef ('11)
Chris Richards
Jeff Richardson
Josie Richardson
Leanne Richardson
Sandra Richardson
Josh Richmond
Braden Ricketts
Brenda Ridegley
John Riley
Petra Rinas
Nada Ristic
Alexis Ritchie
Gael Robertson-Craig
Hayden Rodenkirchen ('12)
Linda Rodrigues
Ryan Rodrigues
Kate Rogers
Nanette Rosarion
Alicia Rose
Anthea Rowe
Michelle Rupp
Eddie Rutanga
Kate Rutherford ('04)
Paola Saad
J. Paul Sabourin
Alexane St-Amant-Ringuette ('10)
Jorge Salazar
Teo Salgado
Nadia Salvaterra ('00)
John Sanders
Geeta Sankappanavar
Kalai Saravanamuttu
Tarek Sardana
Nick Saul
Natasha Sawh
Susie Scace
Mark Schaaf ('97)
Susan Schiffman
Vicki Schmolka
Ali Schwabe ('09)
Lyle Schwartz ('96)
Brendan Seale
Ted Selh
Ana Serrano
Paul Setlakwe
Raymond Sewell
Abeera Shahid ('15)
Jason Shannon
Alka Sharma
Rob Shea
Marina Shepakov
Lisa Shepherd
Maggie Shepherd
Marc-André Simard ('09)
Anam Sivia ('12)
Lucas Skoczowski ('92)
Beth Skuy
Janet Smith ('95)
Megan Smith ('12)
Marie-Luise Smith
Cole Smith ('13)
Paul Smith
Rob Smith
Feodor Snapovsky ('09)
Walied Soliman
Kimia Sorour ('11)
Anne-Marie Sorrenti
Carly Sotas ('12)
Steve Sousa
Rob Sparrow ('07)
Anita Srinivasan
Jason Stanley
Colette Steer
Katherine Stewart
Sibbhan Stewart ('08)
Megan Stone ('06)
Raine Storey ('13)
Patricia Stouffer
Sandra Stuart
Judy Stymest
Shauna Sullivan-Curley
Beth Sully ('04)
Yi Chan Linda Sun ('07)
Ian Sunderland ('98)
Prateek Sureka
Kailea Switzer ('05)
Marie-Eve Sylvestre
Tanya Taggart-Hodge ('09)
Amy Tan ('96)
Eloise Tan ('00)
Conchita Tan-Willman
Mackenzie Taylor
Paul Taylor
Alanna Thain
David Thompson
Laura Thomson ('04)
Chantal Tie
Michael Toppings
Martha Tony
An Tran ('08)
Warren Tranquada ('92)
Trixie Traub-Werner
Brianne Trecartin ('03)
Eric Tripp
Silas Tsui ('16)
Darcy Tuer
Lois Turner
Jasmine Urisk
Steven Uster ('97)
Nathan Valsangkar ('12)
Ryan Van Wert ('98)
Morgan Vanek ('03)
Anuja Varghese
Angela Vavitsas
Sarah Veber ('14)
Merel Veldhuis
Manon Vennat
Greg Veres
Tracey Vennell
Caitlin Villeneuve
Suzanne Vinet
Amit Virmani
Janet Vivian-Walsh
Daphne Wagner
Kimberlee Walker
Mike Walters
Rignam Wangkgang
Gary Warner
Shelley Watson
Beth Webber
Martin Weigelin
Diana Weir
Joy Weismiller
Carly Welham ('11)
Aimée White
Laura White ('00)
Judy Whittford
Tara Wickwire
Emily Wiesenthal ('14)
Jackie Wild
Joe Wiley
Jim Willar
Dawn Williams
Douglas Winslow
David Winsor
Jayden Wlasichuk ('15)
Marie-Hélène Wolfe
Peter Wong
Sonny Wong
Susan Woodley
Chris Wormald
Bruce Munro Wright
Kebin Sylvia Wu ('07)
Kyle Wyatt
Stephen Xu ('14)
Rachel Yanchysyn
Emily Yorke ('09)
Nancy Young
Zac Young ('10)
Sayeh Yousefi ('16)
Hina Zaman ('98)
Haley Zarazun ('08)
Tanner Zekovic ('15)
Anja Zeljkovic ('07)
Bonnie Zhang ('15)
Jiawen Zhou ('11)
Helen Zhou ('15)
Amber Zirnhelt ('00)
Cara Zwibel
Justine Zwicker ('09)
As generous supporters of philanthropic educational organizations, Claude Généreux and Myriam Legault share a fundamental belief in the responsibility of giving back. To them, Loran’s vision makes a “compelling case” for donors. “If you care about education and leadership,” Claude explains, “Loran is unique because it looks beyond academics for what could be, as opposed to markers of success already realized.”

Myriam’s career as an educator and Claude’s background in leadership development led the couple to help elevate the next generation. Over six years, they have supported Loran not only financially but also as volunteer mentors and interviewers, in addition to Claude’s service on the foundation’s board and investment committee.

Claude and Myriam identify Loran’s multi-faceted program, and its positioning as a bridge between high school and university, as differentiators. “Investing early in youth with potential helps them create and paint on their own canvases,” Myriam shares. “To give a young person the opportunity to realize what they can do might lead to something greater than you could have imagined.”

Claude believes Loran’s emphasis on core values has always been ahead of its time, observing a world in need of leadership that won’t compromise on character. Now is the time, he says, to invest in high-potential students who will become values-based leaders prepared to take on challenges for the collective good.

Giving to Loran offers Claude and Myriam a source of energy and hope for the future, and they envision a lasting ripple effect: “The program already has the promise of transforming Canada in the next 30 years, and it’s a great tribute to the vision that was there in the beginning.”
OUR PARTNERS
INVESTING IN POTENTIAL

Each year, the Loran Scholars Foundation benefits from the support of hundreds of individuals, companies, and foundations aligned with our mission of investing in young people who demonstrate character, service, and leadership potential. We thank those listed below for their financial contributions in support of our mission.

M indicates a monthly donor.

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this report. If, however, we have made any errors or omitted a name, please accept our sincere apologies and contact info@loranscholar.ca for corrections.
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National Presenting Partner
Temerty Foundation
INNOVATORS' CIRCLE

$80,000+

Jamie & Patsy Anderson
James Appleyard & Tamara Rebanks
Diane Blake & Stephen Smith
Jonathan Burke & Susan Yurkovich
Patrick & Ramona Cronin
Hasham Family
Michael & Angela Johnston
The Dianne & Irving Kipnes Foundation
The Michael and Sonja Koerner Charitable Foundation
Paul & Jan Sabourin
The Traub-Werner Fund
Eric Tripp & Maria Smith
The Michael Young Family Foundation

CATALYSTS' CIRCLE

$30,000

Patrick Duncan ('06)
Brian Gardner ('93)
Lexington Park Real Estate Capital Inc. and George Georgiades ('95)
Franca Gucciardi ('90), matched by McCall MacBain Foundation
Michael Kogon ('95)
David-Martin Milot ('07)
Meghan Moore ('98)M
Raffi Jewellers ('97)
Mark Schaan ('97)
Lyle ('96) and Katie Schwartz & famille, matched by Goldman Sachs & Co.
Lucas Skoczowski ('92)
Ian Sunderland ('98)
Warren Tranquada ('92)
## CHAIR’S CIRCLE

### $25,000 - 79,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Margaret Rieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avana Capital Corporation</td>
<td>Andrew Rok Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford Family</td>
<td>Richard Rooney &amp; Laura Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claude Généreux &amp; Myriam Legault</td>
<td>Bruce Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John &amp; Maggie Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Morrison Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### $10,000 - 24,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The John and Judy Bragg Family Foundation</td>
<td>Raymond James Foundation on behalf of The L'Heureux Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Broekaert</td>
<td>Jarlskow Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel Brutti</td>
<td>Donald K. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Chagnon-Bucheit</td>
<td>Roderick &amp; Robin MacLennan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Cluett</td>
<td>Beth Malcolm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Family Charitable Fund at the Jewish Foundation of Greater Toronto</td>
<td>The Midloch Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen &amp; Karen Diamond Family Foundation at the Jewish Foundation of Greater Toronto</td>
<td>Marcia Moffat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Graham</td>
<td>Wawanesa Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas &amp; Ruth Grant</td>
<td>Joe Wiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hountalas &amp; Mary Archakis</td>
<td>Douglas Winslow matched by Burgundy Asset Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard &amp; Donna Ivey</td>
<td>Alan B. Young</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### $5,000 - 9,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brettler Mintz Foundation</td>
<td>Friesens Corporation (in kind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Burgstaller</td>
<td>Joe Heffeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brant Carson ('99)</td>
<td>George Cedric Metcalf Charitable Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard &amp; Elva Dawson Fund through the Victoria Foundation</td>
<td>Lionel &amp; Carol Schipper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Imaging (in kind)</td>
<td>Andra Takacs &amp; Bryan Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valard Construction LP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## CEO’S CIRCLE

### $2,500 - 4,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company/Matched by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Chrominska</td>
<td>Mercedes-Benz Winnipeg/Focus Hyundai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica ('09) &amp; Brian Commons</td>
<td>Marian Nemec ('91) matched by Google</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Goodman</td>
<td>Wesley Novotny ('96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Gray</td>
<td>Brandon Nussey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Bennett ('98)</td>
<td>Christopher Proctor ('06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Smith</td>
<td>Rudy Sedlak ('97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise MacCallum &amp; Michael Barnstijn</td>
<td>Kenneth &amp; Patricia Tolmie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray McNeil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### $1,000 - 2,499

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company/Matched by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Adrienne DiPaolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominic Allain ('95)</td>
<td>Bryce &amp; Nicki Douglas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Alm</td>
<td>Erin Eacott ('93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Angelo ('99)</td>
<td>Isabelle &amp; Simon Fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Asper, O.C., O.M., LL.D. &amp; Michael Paterson</td>
<td>Liseanne Forand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie-Renée B-Lajoie ('04) matched by McKinsey &amp; Company</td>
<td>Varnit Grewal ('13) matched by Salesforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff &amp; Amy Barryshnik ('98)</td>
<td>Wojciech Gryc ('04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Bennett ('94)</td>
<td>Kelsey Gunderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurpreet Brar ('00)</td>
<td>Samir Gupta ('95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Cameron ('98)</td>
<td>Hillary Higgins ('03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Centen ('03)</td>
<td>Yaacov Iland ('97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Cooke</td>
<td>Kosar Khwaja ('94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cosman ('03) matched by Apple</td>
<td>Jennifer King ('98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian &amp; Cheryl Cowan</td>
<td>Sara Knowles ('98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Cowperthwaite ('99)</td>
<td>Stephen Lake ('07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Daley ('98)</td>
<td>Charles Larson ('03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick David ('99)</td>
<td>Julia Lo matched by McCall MacBain Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honor de Pencier</td>
<td>Sophia Lu ('07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Maureen Denison</td>
<td>Emma Lyndon ('98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Derynck Lightstone ('02)</td>
<td>Sandra ('94) &amp; Rodney MacGillivray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John &amp; Sidney Madden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CEOs' Circle (continued)

$1,000 - 2,499 (continued)

Costas Markakis
Alex Mazer ('97)
Natty McArthur
Toppan Merrill (in kind)
Sarah Michael ('93)
Dave & Sandy Mowat
Laura O’Connor ('99)
Shayan Rahnama ('01)
Damon Ramsey ('04)
Brandi Read ('98)
Cameron Revington ('11) matched by McCall MacBain Foundation

H. Sanford Riley
Hayden Rodenkirchen ('12)
Nadia Salvaterra ('00)
Robert Sankey
Natasha Sawh matched by McCall MacBain Foundation
Heather Spratt
Steven & Melissa Uster ('97)
Ryan Van Wert ('98)
Christine Wadsworth ('06)
Laura White ('00)
E. Joel Wright

SCHOLARS' CIRCLE

$500 - 999

Anonymous
David C. Appleyard
Michael Beaton ('96)
Rick Bhullar ('00)
Calee Blanchard ('98)
Sarah-Jo Briand ('07)
Ray Cantwell ('98)
Danielle Chahine-Iny ('98)
Loretta Chang
Alexandra Conliffe ('99)
matched by McCall MacBain Foundation
Michael Currie ('05)
Kaitlin Dupuis ('02)
Kim Echlin
Graham Fox ('93)
Sunil Garg & Divya Pahwa ('09)
Alexander Gillis ('16)
Afzal Habib ('06)
Eric Haywood-Farmer ('96)
Meghan Henry
Maureen Hogan ('98)
Constance Holman ('09)
Mathieu Isabel ('06)
Melinda Jacobs ('08)
Francine James ('94)
Kunaal Jindal ('01)
Heather Kerr ('96)
Michael Laine
Gaetan Lussier
Sadie McInnes ('13) matched by McCall MacBain Foundation

Christina McLeod Fund, held at Vancouver Foundation
Amita Misir ('98)
Adrian Mucalov ('97)
Filip Papich
Ann Peters
Lauren Phillips ('99)
Gail Prasad ('98)
Sultana Qureshi ('99)
Matthew Reynolds ('17)
Evan Short ('93) & Catriana McKie
Amy Tan ('96)
Martha Tory
Raymond James Canada Foundation & Peter Wong
Erica Zarkovich ('98)
Andrew Antoniadis
Connor Bays ('08)
Éric Beaudoin ('05)
Rebecca Best ('98)
Bridget Beswick-Escanlar ('99)
Marjorie Blankstein
Paulina Bogdanova ('10)
Talitha Calder ('09)
Christina Campisi ('99)
Alison Chick ('01)
Jeeshan Chowdhury ('00)
Virginia Devine
James Di Paolo ('08)
Michael Douglas ('99)
Jenna Englot ('10)
Conor Falvey ('06)
Virginia Froman & Michael Wenban
Carolina Gallo
Julie Gibson ('95)
Jane Good
Callen Hageman ('14)
Emma Hapke ('03)
James Hoffman ('09)
Ryan Jamula ('14)
Alison Jeffrey
Shannon King ('11)
Saifa Koonar
Pius Kunz
Catherine Lambert ('00)
Paul Larocque
Sammy Lau ('10)
Alison Lee ('09)
Christopher Li ('93)
Grace Li ('06)
Lillian Manea
Grace McKenzie ('11)
Matto Mildenberger ('03)
Peter Milliken
Victoria More ('07)
Patrick Nadeau ('00)
Jenna Newman ('95)
Chris Newton-Smith ('95)
Daniela O’Callaghan ('01)
Tiffany O’Donnell ('02)
Linda Oland
Marc Paquin
Konnie Peet
Jane Pegg ('06)
Jennifer Pereira ('01)
Jay Potter ('02)
Caroline Quinn ('06)
Karen Roberts ('00)
Ali Schwabe ('09) and
Marc-André Simard ('09)
Graham Smith ('05) &
Vanessa van den Boogaard
Paul G. Smith
Carly Sotas ('12)
Robert Sparrow ('07)
Alexane St-Amant-Ringuette ('10)
Katherine Stewart
Linda Sun ('07)
Julianna Tan ('11)
François Tanguay-Renaud ('98)
Joel Thibert ('00)
Laura Thomson ('04)
Chantal Tie
Janet Vivian-Walsh
David Vlemmix ('05)
Evelyn Wainewright ('10)
Sylvia Wu ('07)
Stephen Young ('03)
Hina Zaman ('98)
Terry Zhang ('14)
Justine Zwicker ('09)
SCHOLARS’ CIRCLE (continued)

UP TO $249

Ev Aa (‘12)M
Sara Abdessamie (‘16)
Charles Achampong
Eisha Ahmed (‘13)
Mikie Allan (‘13)
Somaya Amiri (‘15)
Connor Anear (‘12)
Rishita Apsani (‘11)
Stephanie Arbez (‘01)
Bilal Ayyache (‘16)
Carolyn Bailey
Joanne Banh (‘15)
Jesse Barké
Lily Bateman (‘17)
Chloe Batista (‘15)
Jérémie Bédard (‘17)
David Beitel (‘00)
Esha Bhandari (‘01)
David Bobyn (‘15)
Arnold Boehk
Ana Boskovic (‘11)
Éric Boucher (‘14)
Galen Boulanger (‘15)
Jérémie Boulanger-Bonnelly (‘11)M
Steven Boyce (‘00)
Samuel Breau (‘05)
Kyla Brophy (‘06)
Stephen Brophy (‘10)
Daniel Brown (‘15)
Madeleine Brown (‘11)M
Cheyenne Brown (‘17)
Erika Burger (‘91)M
Sarah Burns (‘11)
François Cadieux (‘05)
Milton Calderon (‘15)
Danika Campbell (‘08)
Benjamin Carr (‘11)
Cam Carter (‘17)
Brianna Caryll Valihora (‘91)
Brianne Castonguay (‘03)
Joanne Cave (‘09)M
Amy Cervenan (‘99)
Courtney Ch’ng Lancaster (‘04)M
Katherine Chamandy (‘14)
Ariel Charney (‘11)M
Karl Chastko (‘12)
Cherie Chen (‘11)
Sunny Cheung (‘06)
Anne Cheverie (‘04)
Taylor Christl (‘00)
Jennifer ClarkM
Emma Clark (‘14)
Katie Clarke (‘17)
Jonah Clifford (‘10)
Maurane Cloutier (‘12)M
Dylan Collins (‘10)
Lisa Collins (‘90)
Trinh Collins (‘01)
Quinn Conlon (‘13)
Daniela Corsetti (‘10)
Sophie Côté (‘09)
Bernard Coté
Blair Crawford (‘17)
Kieran Cyphus (‘17)
Laura D’Angelo (‘01)
David D’Arienzo (‘11)
Jenna D’Aurizio (‘15)
Michelle Dagnino (‘98)
Sean Davidson (‘14)
Rita de Santis
Brigette DePape (‘07)
Max Deschner (‘09)
Rita Devlin Marier (‘03)
Sheiry Dhillon (‘08)
Tushar Dhoot (‘11)
Kathryn Dingle (‘07)
Dr. Kiet Mieu Do (‘02)
Kelly Doctor (‘99)
Rebecca Doole (‘02)
Francis Dubé (‘01)M
Lauréanne Dussault-Desrochers (‘14)
Danya Dzedzic (‘09)
Lindsey Edmunds (‘01)
Fiona Emdin (‘11)
Sarah Ens (‘10)M
Kristin Erickson (‘01)
Lynden Evers (‘12)
Carson Falk (‘10)
Akinrinola Famuyide (‘04)
Myriam Faucher (‘13)M
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Alix MacLean ('03)  Sebastian Meurmann ('13)  Matthew Reid ('05)
Marin Macleod ('09)  Sivakami Mylvaganam ('11)  Haley Robinson ('08)
Yasmina Male ('16)  Nicolas Nadeau ('02)  Sila Rogan ('17)
Justina Marianayagam ('14)  Kabir Nadkarni ('14)  Annie Russell ('14)
Nyanne Martin ('97)  Kendra Naidoo ('01)  Zia Saleh ('10)
Hannah Martin ('15)  Tanya Neumeyer ('01)  Iain Sander ('13)
Katie Mattina ('09)  Barbara Newbegin  Danielle Sanders
Chedi Mbaga ('17)  Hai Nguyen-Irish  Supna Sandhu ('03)
Jack McCrossin ('16)  Peter O'Rielly ('09)  David Sandomierski ('97)
Jessica McCuaig ('09)  Kaitlyn O'Shaughnessy ('08)  Katie Sardinha ('06)
Turner McKay ('12)  Mischa Oak ('99)  Calder Schweitzer ('15)
Meagan McLavish ('09)  Justin Oake ('06)  Leah Secord ('10)
Faris Mecklai ('17)  Livia Ottisova ('03)  Melissa Seth ('04)
Elizabeth Miazga ('07)  Mark Ouseley ('06)  Kevin Shahbazi ('07)
Klara Michal ('97)  Margaret Ovenell ('17)  Abeera Shahid ('15)
John Milkovich ('18)  Jonathan Paradis ('08)  Adam Shamoorn
Heather Millar ('00)  Madeleine Pawlowski ('11)  Gaurav Sharma ('10)
Kerri-Rae Millar ('01)  Meghan Payment ('13)  Jordan Sheriko ('03)
Sarah Millman ('14)  Neil Peet ('04)  Elliot Sims ('04)
Andrew Mills ('03)  Aimee Pelletier ('00)  Michael Singh ('07)
Nicholas Milum ('15)  Kate Pereira ('04)  Anamjit Singh Sivia ('12)
Elise Min ('04)  Tim Peters  Mariana Sklepowich ('01)
Calvin Mitchell ('10)  Tara Phillips ('96)  Cole Smith ('13)
Alexandria Mitchell ('10)  Shawn Potter ('06)  John Ford Smith ('17)
Jessa Miyashiro ('06)  Suzanne Pozak ('95)  Megan Smith ('12)
Max Moloney ('16)  Allison Pritchard ('14)  Feodor Snagovsky ('09)
Michael Moreau ('98)  Christine Pu ('14)  Frannie Sobcov ('15)
Miranda Morgan ('99)  Hailey Radigan ('17)  Kimia Sorouri ('11)
Leora Morris ('02)  Maria Rauch ('06)  Athavarn Srikantharajah ('16)
Kate Morrison ('12)  Vanessa Redditt ('03)  Emilie Stevens ('02)
Jeanie Morton ('02)  Salma Rehimiini ('16)
Megan Stone ('06)  
Raine Storey ('13)  
Michelle Strocen  
James Sully ('02)  
Elizabeth Sully ('04)  
Sanasi Swatski ('12)  
Kailee Switzer ('05)  
Tanya Taggart-Hodge ('09)  
Eloise Tan ('00)  
Darcy Taylor ('15)  
Kai Cheng Thom ('09)  
David Thompson  
Helen Hoi-Yan To  
Georgina Tomalty ('13)  
An Tran ('08)  
Geneviève Tremblay ('97)  
Silas Tsui ('16)  
Nathan Valsangkar ('12)  
Julie Van de Valk ('12)  
Adrianna Vanos ('17)  
Meera Varghese ('02)  
Sarah Veber ('14)  
Joshua Wales ('04)  
Alexander Way ('04)  
Carly Welham ('11)  
Janelle Weslowski ('17)  
Finley Wheeler ('17)  
White Whale Analytics ('09)  
Lauren Wiebe ('15)  
Emily Wiesenthal ('14)  
Jayden Wlasichuk ('15)  
Kaitlin Wong ('17)  
Sonny Wong  
Kirk Wright ('14)  
Stephen Xu ('14)  
Zachary Young ('10)  
Sayeh Yousefi ('16)  
Tanner Zekonic ('15)  
Anja Zeljkovic ('07)  
Tony (Hao Yu) Zhang ('12)  
Hui Wen Zheng ('17)  
Jiawen Zhou ('11)  
Helen Zhou ('15)  
Amber Zirnhelt ('00)  
Hayes Zirnhelt ('05)
The Loran Scholars Foundation established an endowment fund in 2008 to provide our donors with a means of making an enduring gift in support of promising young Canadians. One of our long-term goals is to fund a proportion of our annual expenditures from income earned on invested capital. As an organization, we are committed to contributing to this endowment as well, from our net surplus, to invest in our future financial stability as a foundation. The fund, holding $13.8M as of April 30, 2021 is managed by Burgundy Asset Management and overseen by a volunteer committee struck by our board of directors.

**CORNERSTONE SUPPORTERS – $500,000+**

Estate of Ora Adeline Abraham  
Walter & Marilyn Booth  
Lucas Skoczowski ('92)

**CORNERSTONE DONORS – $10,000+**

Wayne & Isabel Fox Family Foundation  
Franca Gucciardi ('90) matched by McCall MacBain Foundation  
Lexington Park Real Estate Capital Inc. and George Georgiades ('95)

We are grateful to the McCall MacBain Foundation for its 1:1 alumni donation matching commitment to our endowment.
Loran has grown its asset base with a primary aim of ensuring that the foundation has sufficient funds to meet its future obligations to all in-stream scholars and can continue to meet its goals to increase funding opportunities for exceptional students each year. To help achieve this, our investment funds are professionally managed in a balanced portfolio.

We encourage you to review our audited financial statements, available at www.loranscholar.ca. Below is summarized financial information for the year ended April 30, 2021.

### Loran Scholars Foundation

**Statement of Financial Position**

As of April 30, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current assets</td>
<td>$ 6,406,210</td>
<td>$ 5,291,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term assets</td>
<td>15,497,634</td>
<td>12,760,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liabilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current liabilities</td>
<td>2,969,011</td>
<td>3,111,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term liabilities</td>
<td>1,711,757</td>
<td>2,084,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Fund</td>
<td>5,046,360</td>
<td>3,920,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internally restricted</td>
<td>8,739,517</td>
<td>6,755,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>3,437,199</td>
<td>2,179,139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$ 17,223,076</td>
<td>$ 12,855,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Assets</strong></td>
<td>$ 21,903,844</td>
<td>$ 18,051,725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Loran Scholars Foundation  
Statement of Operations - Loran Program  
Year Ended April 30, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>$4,204,632</td>
<td>$3,766,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stipend grants</td>
<td>1,781,000</td>
<td>1,452,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>250,260</td>
<td>108,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentorship and stewardship</td>
<td>209,392</td>
<td>176,553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings (retreat, conferences etc.)</td>
<td>360,109</td>
<td>413,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selections</td>
<td>580,018</td>
<td>579,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Expenses</td>
<td>3,180,779</td>
<td>2,730,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General and Administration</td>
<td>555,952</td>
<td>550,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,736,731</td>
<td>3,281,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Surplus</strong></td>
<td>$467,901</td>
<td>$485,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment (loss) Income</td>
<td>$2,731,118</td>
<td>($610,699)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess of revenue over expenses</td>
<td>$3,199,019</td>
<td>($124,995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Our partner universities offer a matching tuition waiver for Loran Scholars. Total cost of $1,020,458 is based on data submitted by universities.

**INCOME**

WITH TUITION — SEE NOTE, ABOVE

- Individuals (14%)
- Universities (Tuition) (20%)
- Private/Family Foundations (45%)
- Corporations (21%)
EXPENDITURES

WITHOUT TUITION

WITH TUITION — SEE NOTE, PREVIOUS PAGE
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS & OFFICERS (AS OF APRIL 30, 2021)

Catherine Graham (Chair)
Co-Founder & CEO, commonsku

Jamie Anderson (Past-Chair)

Brandon Nussey (Treasurer)
CFO, Lightspeed HQ

Charles Achampong
Director, Community Partnerships, Scotiabank

Mark Angelo (Loran Scholar ’99)
CEO, LMC Healthcare

Jonathan Burke
President & CEO, Montigo / Canadian Heating Products

Marc de La Bruyère
Managing Director, Maclab Development Group

Adrienne DiPaolo
Partner, Torys LLP

Claude Généreux
EVP, Power Corporation of Canada

Jonathan Goodman
Vice-Chair & Global Managing Partner, Monitor Deloitte

Kelsey Gunderson
Head of Capital Markets, Laurentian Bank

Heather Hines
Senior Advisor, Office of the Vice-President & Principal, U of T Mississauga

Mike Johnston
President & CEO, REDspace

Éric Lauzon
Senior Community Partnerships Manager, Air Canada

Rhonda Lenton
President and Vice-Chancellor, York University

Alex Mazer (BMO Loran Scholar ’97)
Co-Founder and Co-CEO, Common Wealth

Filip Papich
Managing Director & Co-Head, BMO Capital Markets Quebec

Susan Scace
President, The Henry White Kinnear Foundation

Doug Winslow
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager, Burgundy Asset Management

Bruce Wright
Retired Managing Partner, MLT Aikins LLP

Ex officio:

Vali Bennett (Secretary)
Vice-President and Corporate Secretary, Avana Capital Corporation

Meghan Moore (W. Garfield Weston Loran Scholar ’98)
CEO, Loran Scholars Foundation
HONORARY COUNCIL (AS OF APRIL 30, 2021)

James Appleyard  
Founder & President, Freycinet Investments

Alan Broadbent, C.M.  
Chairman & CEO, Avana Capital Corporation

Dr. Robert Cluett  
Founder, Loran Scholars Foundation

The Hon. David Crombie, P.C., O.C.  
Former President and CEO, Canadian Urban Institute  
Former Mayor of Toronto and Member of Parliament

Kim Echlin  
Novelist, translator, editor, and teacher

J. Douglas Grant  
Co-Founder and Chair, Sceptre Investment Counsel

Franca Gucciardi (Loran Scholar '90)  
CEO, McCall MacBain Foundation

Rod MacLennan, C.M.  
Owner, Tribune Holdings Ltd.

John H. Phillips  
President & CEO, Klister Credit Corp.

Wendy Rebanks  
Director, Weston Family Foundation

Susan Scace  
President, The Henry White Kinnear Foundation

Past Council:

Purdy Crawford (1931 – 2014)  
Former CEO, Imasco Ltd.  
Former Partner, Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP

Grant L. Reuber, O.C. (1927 – 2018)  
Former COO, Bank of Montreal  
Former Chair, Canadian Deposit Insurance Corporation

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP (AS OF APRIL 30, 2021)

Executive Committee  
Catherine Graham (Chair)  
Jamie Anderson (Past-Chair)  
Brandon Nussey (Treasurer)  
Vali Bennett (Secretary)  
Alex Mazer ('97) (Member-at-Large)

Audit Committee  
Ken Broekkaert (Chair)  
Jonathan Burke  
Jon Hountalas  
Martha Tory

Investment Committee  
Kelsey Gunderson (Chair)  
Claude Généreux  
Jennifer Pereira ('01)  
Brandon Nussey (ex-officio)

STAFF

The foundation’s CEO, Meghan Moore (416.646.2120 x 222, meghan.moore@loranscholar.ca) is a member of the class of 1998. As of April 30, 2021, the staff team comprised 15 individuals, including 3 alumni and the Cluett Fellow, Yasmina Male ('16).
We’re in search of young Canadians with integrity, compassion, and courage — the future community helpers, movement makers, and civic-minded risk-takers.

We work to identify and support talented students who show sparks of leadership potential and strong commitment to service.

Together with our volunteers, donors, and Canadian university partners, we are investing in our collective future.